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No. 9 =The Precious Formula-
Lost Again

IM and Kathleen Bed the terrible little heaps in the sand as fast as their
racing camel could carry them. They did not look back, and for days
fear of the desert-spirit sat behind them. These were days of thirst

and bewilderment, and sometimes despair but the kind, wise thing with the
huge, soft eyes and the amazing endurance and speed that carried them 'A-

yearned straight for civilization, and human kid nd water, and food. And
at last hie brought them to an advanced British post set in a rocky pass on the
arid'borders of North India and Afghanistan-a country made of giant jumbles
of rocky mountains, snowy peaks and a vivid blue sky b9oken sometimes by
the fash of winis f the ch bkr and the "see.see," the little Hndu-kush
partridge.t

The garrison welcomned the two poor wanderers in their dusty Mongolian
garb, and these same costumes roused the wonder and faint suspicion of the
major. Jim was afraid to tell him the whole truth about them, and the story
phe did tell had the usual weak discrepancies of a He told by a truth-teller. But
the major ftted them out in the military clothes that were the only sort avail-
able in this distant corner of the earth, and his woman-lonely eyes brightened
at the vision little Kathleen made in her blouse and trousers. In the process
of clothing Jim he was kindly but firmly searched--and his "free-0ower"
formula came to the light in the North India sun. For K(athleen had given it
back to him. While the major breakfasted them with all the kindly hospitalityOI
of the English he questioned them closely and wound up by confiscating Jim's
precious formula. -NELL BRINKLS.
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